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to 
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Look 
at right 
side 
board



Seating Chart!!   Attendance!!!

Please fill in with pencil as instructed



Daily Agenda (What’s up today and tomorrow?)

1. Attendance and Introducing Mr. Fletcher
2. Science at IRHS
3. Some of Your Thoughts About Biology and Science



Hello, I'm Mr. Fletcher
22 years teaching (been at IRHS since we opened in 2001)

10 years as lab manager - U of A College of Pharmacology 

2 years - Agricultural extension agent in Pennsylvania

College in Virginia, Pennsylvania and Arizona

Family!!

Anna

Nurse in Veteran's Care 

Rachel 

Immigrant Law Policy

Abraham

Freshman at Pima

Baby

1 year old



What should we name her??



In my spare time (what little there is) I like to…

Read about U.S. History, Science, stuff like that
Scuba dive (very amateur) 
Outside stuff  
Read my comic book collection



A word about 
masks and other 

stuff



Science and High School

In high school you will take several classes that fall within the “Science” field. 

Your first science class is Biology… what is Biology?

In later years you will continue with science…

Physics – how matter and energy move and transform

Chemistry – how chemicals behave and interact

Bioscience – investigating and using living systems, including genetics

Environmental science –how organisms interact with living and nonliving components of 
their environment

Anatomy and Physiology – the body and how it works

AP Courses – advanced classes in biology, physics and chemistry

Other courses??

Why science classes??
Being “educated” basically means having an awareness and, to a certain extent, an 

understanding, of the major forces that shape our human experience.



Science – a way of learning about and manipulating the physical universe

Science is a “major force that shapes our human experience”

What are some other “forces 
that shape and teach us 
about our human 
experience”?

Think about some of the other 
areas wherein you will be 
taking classes throughout 
high school, and maybe 
beyond…



The Arts – literature, music, the physical arts 

History and Government

Language and Culture

Science and Mathematics



Questions for Your Group (and popsicle sticks)

You will work with classmates to answer a few questions together. To complete the 
activity follow these directions.

1. Your group will turn in one page. One student will get a piece of paper and will 
act as the 1st reporter.

2. The 1st reporter will write a title on the page (see above). The 1st reporter will 
also, under the title, write each group member’s first and last name.***

3. Your group will read and discuss the first prompt on the next slide.

4. The 1st reporter will write out your answer.

5. The 1st reporter will then pass the page to the 2nd reporter. Repeat steps 3 and 
4 for prompt 2 on the next slide. 

6. Continue to repeat steps 3 – 5, changing reporters with each prompt.

But before we start…

What are your thoughts about People Skills?



What are People skills?

Are these skills important?

Do these skills come naturally?

Table 
assignments



Questions for Your Group Start with Popsicle  sticks

1. In what way has science shaped the daily world we live in?

Science – a way of learning about and manipulating the physical universe

2. What are some different career fields that a person who studies biology could 
follow in life? (list at least six – try to list fields in different areas).

3. In what ways could some background knowledge of biology (scientifically 
literate) be important even for people who don’t pursue a career in a field of 
biology?

4. In each of your classes, every day, you should be practicing skills that you will 
apply in the future in whatever career field you choose. List and describe at 
least four types of skills you should be practicing and improving in all of your 
classes.

The last reporter should hold onto your page to discuss tomorrow!!


